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I. INTRODUCTION 

. Portuguese energy system is highly dependent on Imported fuel; In fact, 

with the exception of firewood, hydraulic energy and a sma11 portion of 

coal, representing, altogether about 15-16% of primary energy consumption, 

all the sources ar~ Imported. 

This situation determines, as lncontro~erslal purposes of energy po) Icy, 

the reduction of imported oil and the exploitation of indigenous resources; 

So the definition of an energy policy is not independent from the analysis 

of the possible . contribution of renewable energy resources for the energy 

supply system, implying an approach based on the following rtems: 

(a) Identification of renewable resources and technologies allowing for Its 

conversion in energy forms of direct consumption (useful energy); characte

rization of the state of the art of the technologies (state of convnerciali

zation, fundamental or applied research)and cost of energy produced; evalua 

tion of available energy in the country under useful forms as a function of 

the resource and of the conversion technology; 

(b) investigation of the interaction between the available renewable energy 

and consumption structure; 

(c) examination of barriers raising difficulties to the implementation of 

renewable resources conversion technologies and identification of political 

actions, at national and international levels, favourable to a larger con

tribution, when justifiable, from renewable energy to the energy supply 

system. 

It should be noted that, although not e~plicit 1 y refered iA this document, 

energy conservation technologies can be considered, under the point of view 

of its effect, as equivalent to the renewable energy conversion technologies; 

both groups of technologies allowing conventional, imported in the 

portuguese case, energy resources economies. 

I 
I 
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2. RENEWABLE RESOURCES, CONVERSION TECHNOLOGIES~ -COST OF ENERGY 

PRODUCED, USEFUL ENERGY AVAILABILITY 

2. 1. SOLAR E'NERGY 

Solar radiation energy potential In Portugal varies between 5400 MJ/m2year 
2 and 6800 MJ/m year. 

2. 1.1. Conversion of solar energy into lo~ temperature heat 

The most employed technology is the flat plate collector (air or transfer 

liquid). Passive forms and solar ponds are other envisaged solutions. 

Flat plate collectors are already made and commercialized in Portugal and 

they are mostly appl led as domestic water heaters. There are projects on this 

kind of technology under way namely: demonstration and development projects 

of pool heating, crop drying, greenhouse heating and solar refrigeration (I) 

a fundamental research project on sellectlve black cromium coating (2), a solar 

house ()), and the project of a solar pond for greenhouse heating was recently 

finished. The annual amount of available energy from flat plate collectors 
2 would be 2.7 to 3,4 GJ/m for North and South parts of the country, 

respectively. 

The cost estimates for this low temperatv~e heat (given a 50% coeflcient of 

performance)are:$200-750/tep using flat plate collectors; $70/tep for solar 

ponds ( not regarding the transport of the salt which price depends on the 

site of the pond) and $40/tep for the energy collected by passive forms. 

2.1.2. Conversion of sol,ar energy into mediwn and high temperature heat 

The technologies for these conversions are not commercialized In Portugal 

although the manufacturing and commercialization of non-focusing concentrators 

is foreseeabl-e.Meanwhlle, the conversion of solar energy into medium and high 

temperature heat has been the aim of the following research and demonstration 

projects: testing of CPC prototypes (4) without vacuum tube and with a 

~u11vtct1ve barrier; one prototype with a vacuum tube and one external mirror 

will be soonly tested connected to the high temperature test circutt on 

project (5). The same type of collectors (CPC's with vacuum tubes) are the 
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object of a project for their future commercialization (4). 

Two demonstration projects for Industrial steam generation based, one on 

CPC collectors, the other on parabolic cylindrical mirrors are running on for 

application In cork lnd~stry and milk processing plants, respectively. This 

late mentioned projfct Is the result of a cooperation project between the 

Governments of Federal Republic of Germany and Portugal, involving the share 

of tasks b'y a german manufacturer of concentrators (6) ,a portuguese eng I neerlng 

firm (7) and one portuguese research institute that will conduct the test and 

measurements program (1). 

The co'sts of produced energy Is, of course, variable with envisaged technologJ. 

The available figure for the produced energy cost In these projects 

($0.17-0.25 /kWh) Is not meaningful, because about one third of this cost Is 1 

the plant's instrumentatipn and testing, and It's also expectable that resulting ' 

from corrvnerclallzatlon and development of these technologies there will be a 1 

decreasing tendency on costs; considering all thl~. In a medium term period 

(about ten years) the cost wl 11 fal 1 In the range of $0.02-0.1 / kWh. Aval lable 

thermal energy at these temperatures, despite the performance coeflclent 

variation with the geometry, rate of concentration and specific aspects of the 

systems, can be evaluated In the same range as for low temperature heat. 

Electric energy production from a thermodynaml~ cycle based on solar energy 

is not, at the moment, the object of research or demonstration projects In 

Portugal. The cost,conslderlng the development state of this technology, would 1 

be three times higher than the thermal energy directly obtained by concentration 

of stilar radiation. 

2.1.3. Direat conversion of solar energy into eleatria power 

Photovoltaic conversion is the technology used. Imported single crystal 

silicon solar cells ar~ already commercially avaJ!able In our country. 
Applied research on this subject and manufacturing of amorphous silicon 

cells.and cadmium sulfide cells (CdS/C~S) has been done in Portugal (8). Now 

works are going on about encapsulation. Manufacturing single crystal solar 

cells ls also possslble (8). 

A progr.pm to,optimlze the design and tilt of modules of stand alone photo

voltaic systems for remote applications has been developed (9); measurement 

and control equipment for these systems is available (9). A demonstration 

project of a solar cell power system for remote applications Is now in progress 

( I 0) • 

Estimating an B2i efficiency for this type of systems we can reach an amount 
2 of useful energy In our country between 120-150 kWh/m year. Costs are estimated 
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to be In the range of $0,9-$2.7/kWh. 

Photogalvanic and photoelectrochemlcal conversions are also other possible 

processe1. Oh these subjects we should refer: 

. a research project o~ the examination of the electrode kinetics, on modified 

electrodes of a phow:>galvanlc cell based upon the photoreductlon of thiazine 

dyes by organic redox couples; more over this work Includes the search for 

novel photogalvanlc systems based upon reversible photoredox reactions of 

porphyrln5 and transition metal coor.dlnatlon comp1exe5 (11); 

a research project that aims at the construction of solar cell1, via charge 

transfers at liquid Interfaces and another on the photochemical conversion by 

means of porphyrlns and chloropla1t element• (12). 

2. 2. Wind Energy 

A perllminary evaluation of wind energy is based on meteorological records 

of the annual mean wind speed. The use of wind energy Is assumed to be 

advantageous for speeds greater than 3.6 m/s. In Portugal, accounting for the 

necessary distance between turbines, the value of power density In regions 

where the harness Is possible varies between 30 x 163 and 4 500 x 103 kWh/km2/ 

/year. 

2.2.1~ Conversion into mecha.nical energy 

This technology ls well known In Portugal. The use of wind energy for corn 

grinding ls no more meaningful but there are still some wind pumps in low deep 

wells for Irrigation purposes. These p~mps are manufactured In small work shops 

which also assure mounting and maintenance. The turbines for pumping are 3 

meter diameter and the cost of harnessed energy lies between $0. I and $5/kWh. 

These values are only competitive with electric pumps where the price of the 

power line Is high as is the case for rural areas. 

Taking in view the low performance coefficient obtained for this conversion, 

the power density Iles in the range of 3 x 103 to 450 x 103 kWh/km2 year. 

2.2.2. Conversion into electricity 

Small wind generators are convnerclallzed in Portugal with power range of 

some t~ns of kW. 

Research in several countries pursues at the moment the development of 

prototypes until 2 MW. 

In Portugal, there are studies for wind system measurings connected with the 
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problem of the turbine control (9). Also In course are some works for developing 

small size prototypes (Jl1) (15). 

The cost of the produce~ energy by big size wind turbines connected to the 

grid (without storageY can be $0.05-$0.1/kWh. 

The performance coefficient is higher than in the case of 2.2.1., thus the.power 

density is 9 x 10
3 

- 1 300 x 103 kWh/km2 year. 

2. 3. Wave Ener>gy 

An exhaustive inventory of wave energy in Portugal is not yet available.Never 

theless, a mean power of 50 kW per meter of wave front is an acceptable estimate. 

The wave energy conversion has been Intensively investigated (namely in Great 

Britain and Japan). In Portugal, research efforts have been made on two conversion 

systems: numerical modelling on hydro-pneumatic systems (16) will be followed 

by laboratory testing of ttie numeric resu.lts (17). In the Autonomous Region of 

Madeira a prototype rides at anchor near Funchal, generating 0~37 kW to supply 

energy for lighting and signalling; a larger size prototype is expected to be 

concluded soon. 

At the present development of the conversion technologies, the cost of the 

energy unit, can be predicted about $0.06-0.07/kWh, assuming an efficiency of 

15% for the conversion and transport~tion to the shore. 

For this efficiency, the annual available energy after conversion Into 

electricity will be, at the portuguese coast, about 70,000 kWh per meter of 

wave front. 

2.4. Tida'l Energy 

The tidal energy amplitude varies Jn Portugal, between 1.7 and 4.1 m and is 

potencially convertible into electricity through conventional technologies, 

thereforeexcluded from the scope of researcl} activities. 

The cost of the energy produced depends essencially on the ratio between the 

basin lenght and the tidal amplitude, so much dependent on the specific 

conditions (geographical configurat(on, tidal characteristics, ••• }. The cost 

of $0.08/kWh obtained for La Rance power station in not meaningful. Cost estimates 

show that It is not economically competitive to produce energy with tidal 

amplitudes less than 8 - 10 m, which excludes.,·the possib_ility of harnessing this 

resource in Portugal; hence a more detailed evaluation of the available energy 

is useless. 
I 

We must add that the conversion into mechanical energy can be, and has been 
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Used in a small scale with unsignificant contribution to the global energy 

balance either in the past or in the future. 

2.5. Oaean Therrn~l Energy Conversion (OTEC) 

In Portugal there is• no research efforts on the OTEC technology. From the 

published data on ocean water temperature (18) near the portuguese coast the 

following conclusions can be extracted: the average temperatures on the surface 

are less than 20°c and, therefore, for a plant with an acceptable efficiency It 

would be necessary to have the cold source (4°c) at about 2000 m depth. These 

values show unfavourable conditions when compared with the tropical areas where 

experimental plants have been Installed. 

The cost of the produced electricity Is estimated about $0.05-0.1/kWh. The 

typical plant size ls expected to be around 250 MW with less than 1% efficiency. 

The available energy Is In pr.ictlce limited by the number of plants which can 

be bu 11 t. 

2.6. Biom2ss 

Biomass Is concerned with a great variety of reso~rces, as well as with 

different conversion processes. The following potential sources of biomass can 

be used for energy production (In brackets the energy potencial In Portugal Is 

given in 10
15

J): 

- agriculture residues (49; 11); 

- forest products and forest residues (34.75); 

- urban and industriijl wastes (9 , 33); 

- animal wastes (8.96). 

The main transformation processes are: 

direct ~ombustion, hydrolysis and fermentation, anaerobic digestion. pyrolysis 

and gasification. 

2.6.1. Direct combustion 

The process can be applied to forest products and residues, dry agriculture 

residues and several industrial wastes. Direct combustion is commonly used, 

implying, in some cases, adaptations due to the nature of the products, the 

energy obtained being heat and/ or steam and eventually electricity. 
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The energy cost varies ·between$~· and $12O/tep(for central electric power), 

The evaluation of the available energy from combustion (and this Is mainly 

true for all the otner processes) Is not easily quantifiable, unless some 

hypotesls are made -about either the current use of existent resources on the 

foreseeable development of the several technologies Involved ln the transformatl~ 

processes of biomass. Assuming that 50% of all available resources would be 

utilized for direct combusti9n, 1.5 Htep of energy could be expected. 

Within the current studies about direct combustion in Portugal, It must be 

mentioned an energy evaluation of forest products or residues, th~ working up of 

a model of soil utilization for energy applications and comparison of its 

economical value with competitive applications (19) and studies about utllfzatlon

of wood and vegetable residues (20). 

2.6.2. HydroZysis and Fermentation 

'fhi s process can be appl led to agrlcul ture residues and forest products and 

residues with a high moisture content (includiAg the forest exploration residues),

to obtain ethanol. The technology Involved Is well known, but a deeper Insight Is 

needed namely on the optimization of the energy balance, as well as on the 

transformation of particular substances (e.g., cellulose). 

Energy cost varies between $600 and $1300/tep. 

The ethanol production ls controversial on an energy point of view. The energy 

Input for ethanol production may be, In many cases, more than the energy output. 

Anyway the possibility of substitution of national resources for Imported fossil 

sources, requires a more careful examination of ethanol production. The energy 

balance could be highly Improved ff renewable energies were used In particular 

phases of the ethanol production process (e.g. heat from straw or solar radiation 

energy}, or if residues not currently utilized for other purposes were applied. 

In this field, research work has been done In Portugal concerning the energy 

cost produced by hydrolysis of cellulose and alcohol productlo~ from starch (21).

2.6.3. A7iaerobtc digestion 

This process can be applied to animal wastes, urban wastes (garbage and 

seweage), agriculture residues with a high -moisture content and various 

industrial residues (e.g. food Industry). Methane obtained from anaerobic• 

digestion can be used•to generate heat and/ or electricity, and mechanical energy

Energy cost Is about $80-500/tep. 
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Assuming that 10% of all available resources would be used for biogas 

production (meaning approximately all animal wastes and a small quantity of 

other materials) a 100 000 tep potential can be estimated In Portugal. 

Research work ha.s been developed, namely studies on organic materials 

convertibility in btogas and efficiency of the conversion, (22), (2), 

Improvement of anaerobic dJgestlon prototypes (13), (:13), studies on hydrogen 

and methane production models by biological ways (12), and evaluation of the 

energy potential of water plants (2). 

2.6.4. PyroLysis 

Charcoal can be produced by wood combustion, which Is a very old tradition 

in Portugal. Pyrolysis can be interesting for forest products, In particular 

for roots of ho11y oak, cork oak and olive tree. 

Energy cost varies between $20 and $50/t'ep. 

Assuming that l0%of a11 aval )able resources would be app1 led for charcoal 

production, a 300 000 tep of energy can be expected. 

2.6.5. Gasification 

Methanol can be obtat~d from the transformation of synthesis gas produced 

by wood gasification. T-h-ts process can be applied to fore~t products(eucalyptus), 

or other products tn which moisture content ls less than 25%. The gasification 

technology Is well known and ls similar to the methanol production from coal and 

natural gas. The ener~y balance seems to be more favorable that in the ethanol 

case but on the other hand, methanol has more utilization problems. The Interest 

of this process lies In the fact that liquid fuels can be obtained from 

gasification. 

Energy cost varies between $500 and $1000/tep. 

2.6.6. Other processes 

Other processes of energy production from biomass that seems somewhat 

interesting are the production of low Btu solid fuels from garbage, by separation 

and compactation; extraction of hydrocarbons from some kinds of plants, and blogas 

production from water plants, namely algae. 
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2.]. GeothePmal Energy 

The prospection and utilization technologies are commercialized. Some por· 

tuguese enterprises have been working on his field, although they never aimed 

to evaluate the energy potenclal. 

Geothermal fluids In Portuguese Halnland come from underground basstns locat~ 

in fault regions and the ocurrence of high temperatures Is not foreseen. Thusa 

foreseen application wfll be the space heating In houses and greennouses. 

in the Autonomous Region of A~ores, the occurfng high temperature led to the 

installation of a 3 HW thermal power plant and there are good perspectives to 

increase either the Installed capacity or the total number of plants~ This 

re source eva 1 ua t ton has been done u soc I a ted w f th works to I mp rove the current 

hot spring facll ltles. 

The energy cost 11.es between $0.03 and 0.06/lWh, the last value being refered 

to electricity production. 

2.8. Small scale hydro~Zeotric power plants 

A basic study of resources In this area ls now being undertpken, for the mome~t 

the potencial can be estimated In 8 TWh/year at a cost of $0.8/kWh. 

The technology for this type of resources ls well known (our country uses 

hydroelectric power for a long time). 

Nevertheless in order to decrease the cost to Improve the competitiveness of 

this kind of plants, It ls necessary to manufacture standart equipment and to 

simplify civil works. 
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3. INTERACTION WITH CONSUMPTION STRUCTURE 

Renewable resource~ penetration In the consumption structure depends on the 

final form of energy (heat or electricity). 

Not taking into ac~ount the firewood case, that even satisfying around 6% 

on the portuguese energy needs is mostly burned near the produtlon place and 

not through commercial circuits, It can be stated that energy from renewable 

resources has now an almost nulJ expression on consumption, with the exception 

of hidroelectrlclty which contributes with 10% of the supply. .. 
The repport 11Procura de Energia em Portugal (Cenarlos Alternatlvos) shows 

that, even In scenarios Involving very l{'ltenslve conservation policies meaningful 

penetration of solar energy In the "Residential/Services" sector will not take 

place before 1985. Although solar flat plate collectors. for domestic water 

heating are already commercialized. The same study states that during the period 

1985-2000, a maximum of 20% of this sector's energy needs (350 000 tep) would 

be satisfied by solar energy. 

Still in the form of thermal energy it can be foreseen in a non quantified 

form some meaningful penetration in the industrial sector (food processing, 

textiles, cork) and In the agricultural sector (drying, greenhouses heating). 

Although data on commercialization of the Involved technologies is lacking, 

it can be referedthat part of the demand for low temperature heat generation 

wnder 150°c) representing 23% of total energy demand Is already susceptible to 

be supplied by low concentration rate solar collectors. 

The irregular form In which energy from new and renewable· resources Is 

available, severely limits the production of electricity, given· the storage 

difficulties of this type of energy. 

In fact, the high level of reliability expected by consumers Timits the 

contribution of renewable resources In this final form to the base load diagram, 

without significant reduction on conventional equipment Investments, but with 

the possibility of fuel savings. Thus, economic viability of the.plants based 

on renewable resources when connected to the grid is conditioned mainly by 

the cost of base load energy (lower than the average price of electric energy). 

On the contrary, there are promising conditions for descentralized produced 

electricity penetration. In Portugal, about a million people are still living 

in regions not connected to✓-'the power grid; then, the rural- eJ'ectrlflcation 

: ,caram can be supported by smal I electric power units which-output cost 

1.u,11pt.:LCS fairly well with the cost of electricity supplied by the grid, because 

this last system is hardly covered by the typical small consumption of such areas. 
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~- IMPLEMENTATION. BARRIERS AND CONSTRAINTS. ENERGY POLICY ACTIONS 

~.1. PoZitical constraints to the implementation of renewable :resources 

The main condition for the Implementation of renewable resources conversion 

technologies are the progress of fundamental and applied research, the 

technological dev~!opfllent of envolved processes and the corrvnerclallzation 

capability of the economically competitive technologies. 

The factors to stimulate this pr~gress are: 

a. Ava 11 ab i 1 i ty of human and mater I a 1 means to perform the necessary research 

and development efforts; 

b. Exlstance of potenclal users of the developed technologies; 

c. The capacity of these technologies to be conrnerclallzed. 

This last factor depends on: 

a. The research and development progress In order to demonstrate the 

competitiveness of each technology against conventional alternatives; 

b. The conditions for market penetration to be satisfied against difficulties 

like Institutional constraints or resistance to lnovatlve products. 

National and International political actions are necessary to remove such 

constraints, which add up to the Inherent constraints (capacity of energy 

conversion and cost of produced energy), on the following areas: 

(I) mobilization of funds to support the research and· the Incentives to the 

consumers of produced equipment taking into account the capital Intensity 

nature of the Investments, 

(ii) Information to the potenclal consumers In a way that they will be able 

to evaluate quantities and costs of the energy produced by these new technologi~ 

(the notion of cost involves hereby social and envlromental factors); 

(iii) generation of conditions for skilled technical and scientific education, 

assuring the proper means for know-how transfer either at research and 

development levels or at corrvnercial production level; 

(1111) removal of Institutional constraints (e.g. current legislation) In 

some way restrictive to the increasing use of renewable resources. 

To be effective, the Intervention of national or International policies on 

these areas must be based on an efficient coordination of the activities {from 

fundamental research to manufacturing and corrvnerclallzatlon) by responsible 

entities which must define the priorities for the financing, the spread of 

information, the manpower education and the remotion of Institutional constraints• 

In order to achieve this general purpose some concrete measures are next refered,, 
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4.2. Ene:rgy Sector Nationai Poiioy 

The fo11owing measures were already announced namely for the short term 

plan (1981-84), concerning the implementation of renewable resources in the 

context of measures o/ contention and progressive reduction from foreign 

dependence on energy sources and promotion of national resources utl11zatlons: 

a. Building codes for energy ~onservatlon in houses; 

b. Harnessing agrlcu.1ttiral •urban aJld Industrial wastes with energy va1ue; 

c. Incentives for use of rent~able resources If they have economic value 

for the country i 

d. Coordination of the R, 0, D plan on new technologies namely for harnessing 
national resources. 

These. tasks bring oyt the need for a coordination Institution that would 

define the priorities In energy planning for the short, medium and long term. 

4.3. Intern.ationai Organizations Enel'(ly Po'lioy 

International policies may favour the Implementation of renewable resources 

conversion technologies; the Importance of lnformatl~ exchange, cooperation In 

the research fied, technological development or demonstrat·ion projects or 

instalatlon of large scale plants, are recognized as effective forms of technical 

and scientific know-how transfer, necessary to amplify the extent of renewable 

resources utilization. 

From International organizations which must Issue recommendations about 

cooperation mechanisms, some support is expected, not so muc~ of financial 

nature (assuming that existing credit Institutions are apparently sufficient to 

correspond to the prod~ction capacity of research and project Institutions), but 

mainly on the establishment of adequate structures for the exchange of Information 

and the technical and scientific eaucation, necessary to allow a minor dependence 

of less developed countries on the more developed ones. 

Recorrwnendatlons aiming to the creation of Institutions that, In connection 

with national coordination entitles, (I) could assure lnformatioq diffusion 

about R, D & Don new technologies, (II) could enable a more adequate formation 

of sclentlsts·•and t~chnlclans concerned with renewable resources conversion 

processe~ (e. g. creation of regional Institutes), (Iii) could assess the Interest 

and define priorities about international cooperation projects, are examples of 

important contributions from the United Nations Conference on New and Renewable 

Sources of Energy, to achieve a more extensive and conscious contribution bf the 

renewable resources to the future energy supply system. 
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